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Abstract δ-hyperbolic graphs, originally conceived by Gromov in 1987, occur
often in many network applications; for fixed δ, such graphs are simply called
hyperbolic graphs and include non-trivial interesting classes of “non-expander”
graphs. The main motivation of this paper is to investigate the effect of the hy-
perbolicity measure δ on expansion and cut-size bounds on graphs (here δ need
not be a constant), and the asymptotic ranges of δ for which these results may
provide improved approximation algorithms for related combinatorial prob-
lems. To this effect, we provide constructive bounds on node expansions for
δ-hyperbolic graphs as a function of δ, and show that many witnesses (subsets
of nodes) for such expansions can be computed efficiently even if the witnesses
are required to be nested or sufficiently distinct from each other. To the best
of our knowledge, these are the first such constructive bounds proven. We also
show how to find a large family of s-t cuts with relatively small number of
cut-edges when s and t are sufficiently far apart. We then provide algorithmic
consequences of these bounds and their related proof techniques for two prob-
lems for δ-hyperbolic graphs (where δ is a function f of the number of nodes,
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1 Introduction
Useful insights for many complex systems such as the world-wide web, social
networks, metabolic networks, and protein-protein interaction networks can of-
ten be obtained by representing them as parameterized networks and analyzing
them using graph-theoretic tools. Some standard measures used for such in-
vestigations include degree based measures (e.g., maximum/minimum/average
degree or degree distribution) connectivity based measures (e.g., clustering co-
efficient, claw-free property, largest cliques or densest sub-graphs), and geodesic
based measures (e.g., diameter or betweenness centrality). It is a standard
practice in theoretical computer science to investigate and categorize the com-
putational complexities of combinatorial problems in terms of ranges of these
parameters. For example:
◮ Bounded-degree graphs are known to admit improved approximation as
opposed to their arbitrary-degree counter-parts for many graph-theoretic
problems.
◮ Claw-free graphs are known to admit improved approximation as opposed
to general graphs for graph-theoretic problems such as the maximum in-
dependent set problem.
In this paper we consider a topological measure called Gromov-hyperbolicity
(or, simply hyperbolicity for short) for undirected unweighted graphs that has
recently received significant attention from researchers in both the graph the-
ory and the network science community. This hyperbolicity measure δ was
originally conceived in a somewhat different group-theoretic context by Gro-
mov [20]. The measure was first defined for infinite continuous metric space via
properties of geodesics [10], but was later also adopted for finite graphs. Lately,
there have been a surge of theoretical and empirical works measuring and an-
alyzing the hyperbolicity of networks, and many real-world networks,such as
the following, have been reported (either theoretically or empirically) to be
δ-hyperbolic for δ = O(1):
◮ “preferential attachment” scale-free networks with appropriate scaling (nor-
malization) [21],
◮ networks of high power transceivers in a wireless sensor network [2],
◮ communication networks at the IP layer and at other levels [30], and
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◮ an assorted set of biological and social networks [1].
Moreover, extreme congestion at a small number of nodes in a large traffic
network that uses the shortest-path routing was shown in [23] to be caused
by a small value of δ of the network. On the other hand, theoretical investiga-
tions have revealed that expanders, vertex-transitive graphs and (for certain
parameter ranges) classical Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random graphs are δ-hyperbolic only
for δ = ω(1) [6–8, 26, 28].
A major motivation for this paper is a question of the following type1:
“What is the effect of the hyperbolicity measure δ on expansion and
cut-size bounds on graphs (where δ is a free parameter and not a neces-
sarily a constant)? For what asymptotic ranges of values of δ can these
bounds be used to obtain improved approximation algorithms for related
combinatorial problems?”
Since arbitrarily large δ leads to the class of all possible graphs, investiga-
tions of this type may eventually provide insights or characterizations of hard
graph instances for combinatorial problems via different asymptotic ranges of
values of δ. To this effect, in this paper we further investigate the non-expander
properties of hyperbolic networks beyond what is shown in [6, 26] and provide
constructive proofs of witnesses (subsets of nodes) satisfying certain expansion
or cut-size bounds. We also provide some algorithmic consequences of these
bounds and their related proof techniques for two problems related to cuts and
paths for graphs. A more detailed list of our results is deferred until Section 2
after the basic definitions and notations.
1.1 Basic Notations and Assumptions
We use the following notations and terminologies throughout the paper. We
will simply write log to refer to logarithm base 2. Our basic input is an ordered
triple 〈G, d, δ〉 denoting the given connected undirected unweighted graph G =
(V,E) of hyperbolicity δ in which every node has a degree of at most d > 2.
We will always use the variablem and n to denote the number of edges and the
number of nodes, respectively, of the given input graph. Throughout the paper,
we assume that n is always sufficiently large. For notational convenience, we
will ignore floors and ceilings of fractional values in our theorems and proofs,
e.g., we will simply write n/3 instead of ⌊n/3⌋ or ⌈n/3⌉, since this will have no
effect on the asymptotic nature of the bounds. We will also make no serious
effort to optimize the constants that appear in the bounds in our theorems and
proofs. In addition, the following notations will be used throughout the paper:
◮ |P| is the length (number of edges) of a path P of a graph.
1 This is in contrast to many research works in this area where one studies the properties
of δ-hyperbolic graphs assuming δ to be fixed.
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◮ u, v is a shortest path between nodes u and v. In our proofs, any shortest
path can be selected but, once selected, the same shortest path must be
used in the remaining part of the analysis.
◮ distH(u, v) is the distance (number of edges in a shortest path) between
nodes u and v in a graph H (and is ∞ if there is no path between u and
v in H).
◮ D(H) = max
u,v∈V ′
{distH(u, v)} is the diameter of the graph H = (V ′, E′).
Thus, in particular, for our input 〈G, d, δ〉 there exists two nodes p and q
such that distG(p, q) = D(G) ≥ logd n.
◮ For a subset S of nodes of the graph H = (V ′, E′), the boundary ∂H(S) of
S is the set of nodes in V ′ \ S that are connected to at least one node in
S, i.e.,
∂H(S) = {u ∈ V ′ \ S | v ∈ S& {u, v} ∈ E′}
Similarly, for any subset S of nodes, cutH(S) denotes the set of edges of
H that have exactly one end-point in S.
The readers should note that our definition of ∂H(S) involved the set of
the nodes, and not the set of edges, that are connected to S.
◮ BH(u, r) is the set of nodes contained in a ball of radius r centered at node
u in a graph H , i.e., BH(u, r) = {v | distH(u, v) ≤ r}
1.2 Formal Definitions of Gromov-hyperbolicity
Commonly the hyperbolicity measure is defined via geodesic triangles in the
following manner.
Definition 1 (δ-hyperbolic graphs via geodesic triangles) A graph G
has a (Gromov) hyperbolicity of δ = δ(G), or simply is δ-hyperbolic, if and
only if for every three ordered triple of shortest paths (u, v, u, w, v, w), u, v lies
in a δ-neighborhood of u,w ∪ v, w, i.e., for every node x on u, v, there exists
a node y on u,w or v, w such that distG(x, y) ≤ δ. A δ-hyperbolic graph is
simply called a hyperbolic graph if δ is a constant.
Definition 2 (the class of hyperbolic graphs) Let G be an infinite collec-
tion of graphs. Then, G belongs to the class of hyperbolic graphs if and only if
there is an absolute constant δ ≥ 0 such that any graph G ∈ G is δ-hyperbolic.
If G is a class of hyperbolic graphs then any graph G ∈ G is simply referred to
as a hyperbolic graph.
There is another alternate but equivalent (“up to a constant multiplicative
factor”) way of defining δ-hyperbolic graphs via the following 4-node condi-
tions.
Definition 3 (equivalent definition of δ-hyperbolic graphs via 4-node
conditions) For a set of four nodes u1, u2, u3, u4, let π = (π1, π2, π3, π4) be
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a permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4} denoting a rearrangement of the indices of nodes
such that
Su1,u2,u3,u4 = distuπ1 ,uπ2 + distuπ3 ,uπ4
≤Mu1,u2,u3,u4 = distuπ1 ,uπ3 + distuπ2 ,uπ4
≤ Lu1,u2,u3,u4 = distuπ1 ,uπ4 + distuπ2 ,uπ3
and let ρu1,u2,u3,u4 =
Lu1,u2,u3,u4 −Mu1,u2,u3,u4
2
. Then, G is δ-hyperbolic if
and only if
δ = δ(G) = max
u1,u2,u3,u4∈V
{
ρu1,u2,u3,u4
}
.
It is well-known (e.g., see [10]) that Definition 1 and Definition 3 of δ-
hyperbolicity are equivalent in the sense that they are related by a constant
multiplicative factor, i.e., there is an absolute constant c > 0 such that if a
graph G is δ1-hyperbolic and δ2-hyperbolic via Definition 1 and Definition 3,
respectively, then δ1/c ≤ δ2 ≤ c δ1. Since constant factors are not optimized
in our proofs, we will use either of the two definitions of hyperbolicity in the
sequel as deemed more convenient. Using Definition 3 and casting the result-
ing computation as a (max,min) matrix multiplication problem allows one to
compute δ(G) and a 2-approximation of δ(G) in O
(
n3.69
)
and in O
(
n2.69
)
time, respectively [17]. Several routing-related problems or the diameter es-
timation problem become easier if the network is hyperbolic [11–13,19]. For
a discussion of properly scaled 4-node conditions that yield a variety of (non
necessarily hyperbolic) geometries, see [22].
1.2.1 Remarks on Topological Characteristics of Hyperbolicity Measure δ
Even though the hyperbolicity measure δ(G) is often referred to as a “tree-
like” measure, δ(G) enjoys many non-trivial topological characteristics. For
example:
⋆ The “δ(G) = o(n)” property is not hereditary (and thus also not
monotone). For example, see Fig. 1, which also shows that removing a
single node or edge can increase/decrease the value of δ very sharply.
⋆ “Close to hyperbolic topology” is not necessarily the same as
“close to tree topology”. For example, all bounded-diameter graphs
have δ = O(1) irrespective of whether they are tree or not (however, graphs
with δ = O(1) need not be of bounded diameter). In general, even for small
δ, the metric induced by a δ-hyperbolic graph may be quite far from a tree
metric [11].
⋆ Hyperbolicity is not necessarily the same as tree-width. A similar
popular measure used in both the bioinformatics and theoretical computer
science literature is the treewidth measure first introduced by Robertson
and Seymour [34]. Many NP-hard problems on general networks in fact
allow polynomial-time solutions if restricted to classes of networks with
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bounded treewidth [9]. However, as observed in [27] and elsewhere, the
two measures are quite different in nature and not correlated.
δ = 1
n = 10
δ =
⌈
n−1
4
⌉
Fig. 1 The “δ(G) = o(n)” property is not hereditary.
Examples of hyperbolic graph classes (i.e., when δ is a constant) include trees,
chordal graphs, cactus of cliques, AT-free graphs, link graphs of simple poly-
gons, and any class of graphs with a fixed diameter, whereas examples of
non-hyperbolic graph classes (i.e., when δ is not a constant) include expanders,
simple cycles, and, for some parameter ranges, the Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random graphs.
Note that if G is δ-hyperbolic then G is also δ′-hyperbolic for any δ′ > δ
(cf. Definition 1). In this paper, to avoid division by zero in terms involving
1/δ, we will assume δ > 0. In other words, we will treat a 0-hyperbolic graph
(a tree) as a 12 -hyperbolic graph in the analysis.
1.3 Relevant Known Results for Gromov Hyperbolicity
We summarize relevant known results that are used in this paper below; many
of these results appear in several prior works, e.g., [1, 6, 10, 20, 26]. Fig. 2 pic-
torially illustrates these results.
Fact 1 (Cylinder removal around a geodesic) [26] Assume that G is a
δ-hyperbolic graph. Let p and q be two nodes of G such that distG(p, q) =
β > 6, and let p′, q′ be nodes on a shortest path between p and q such that
distG(p, p
′) = distG(p
′, q′) = distG(q
′, q) = β/3. For any 0 < α < 1/4, let
C be set of nodes at a distance of αβ − 1 of a shortest path p′, q′ between
p′ and q′, i.e., let C = {u | ∃ v ∈ p′, q′ : distG(u, v) = αβ − 1}. Let G−C be the
graph obtained from G by removing the nodes in C. Then, distG−C(p, q) ≥
(β/60) 2αβ/δ.
Fact 2 (Exponential divergence of geodesic rays) [Simplified reform-
ulation of [1, Theorem 10]] Assume that G is a δ-hyperbolic graph. Suppose
that we are given the following:
– three integers κ ≥ 4, α > 0, r > 3κδ, and
– five nodes v, u1, u2, u3, u4 such that distG(v, u1) = distG(v, u2) = r,
distG(u1, u2) ≥ 3κδ, distG(v, u3)=distG(v, u4)=r+α, and distG(u1, u4)=
distG(u2, u3) = α.
Consider any path Q between u3 and u4 that does not involve a node in⋃
0≤ j≤ r+α BG(v, j). Then, the length |Q| of the path Q satisfies |Q|>2
α
6 δ+κ+1.
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length of path > (β/60) 2αβ/δ
β
p′ q′
p q
β/3
αβ − 1
αβ − 1
(a)
≥ 3 κ δ
> 3 κ δ
diverges
further
such a path
must be
long enough
v
u1
u2
u3
u4
(b)
Fig. 2 (a) Illustration of Fact 1. By growing the shaded region and removing nodes in
its boundary, one can selectively extract longer paths in the graph (i.e., the length of a
shortest path between p and q increases when the nodes in the boundary of the shaded
region are removed and the increase of the length of such a shortest path is more the larger
the shaded region is). Translating the region slightly does not change this property much.
(b) Illustration of Fact 2. Geodesic rays diverging sufficiently cannot connect back without
using a sufficiently long path.
2 Overview of Our Results
Before proceeding with formal theorems and proofs, we first provide an infor-
mal non-technical intuitive overview of our results.
◮ Our first two results in Section 3 provide upper bounds for node expansions
for the triple 〈G, d, δ〉 as a function of n, d, and δ. These two results, namely
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, provide absolute bounds and show that many
witnesses (subset of nodes) satisfying such expansion bounds can be found
efficiently in polynomial time satisfying two additional criteria:
⊲ the witnesses (subsets) form a nested family, or
⊲ the witnesses have limited overlap in the sense that every subset has a
certain number of “private” nodes not contained in any other subset.
These bounds also imply in an obvious manner corresponding upper bounds
for the edge-expansion of G and for the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the
Laplacian of G.
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In Remark 1, we provide an explanation of the asymptotics of these bounds
in comparison to expander-type graphs. For example, if δ is fixed (i.e., G is
hyperbolic) then d has to be increased to at least 2
Ω
(√
log logn/ log log logn
)
to get a positive non-zero Cheeger constant, whereas if d is fixed then δ
need to be at least Ω (logn) to get a positive non-zero Cheeger constant
(this last implication also follows from the results in [6, 26]).
◮ Our last result in Section 3.3, namely Lemma 1, deals with the absolute
size of s-t cuts in hyperbolic graphs, and shows that a large family of s-t
cuts having at most dO(δ) cut-edges can be found in polynomial time in
δ-hyperbolic graphs when d is the maximum degree of any node except s,
t and any node within a distance of 35 δ of s and the distance between
s and t is at least Ω(δ logn). This result is later used in designing the
approximation algorithm for minimizing bottleneck edges in Section 4.1.
◮ In Section 4 we discuss some applications of these bounds in designing
improved approximation algorithms for two graph-theoretic problems for
δ-hyperbolic graphs when δ does not grow too fast as a function of n:
⊲ We show in Section 4.1 (Lemma 2) that the problem of identifying
vulnerable edges in network designs by minimizing shared edges ad-
mits an improved approximation provided δ = o(logn/ log d). We do
so by relating it to a hitting set problem for size-constrained cuts
(Lemma 3) and providing an improved approximation for this latter
problem (Lemma 4). We also observe that obvious greedy strategies
fail for such problems miserably.
⊲ In Section 4.2 we provide a polynomial-time solution (Lemma 5) for
a type of small-set expansion problem originally proposed by Arora,
Barak and Steurer [3] for the case when δ is sub-logarithmic in n.
◮ Finally, in Section 5 we conclude with some interesting future research
questions.
3 Effect of δ on Expansions and Cuts in δ-hyperbolic Graphs
The two results in this section are related to the node (or edge) expansion
ratios of a graph that is δ-hyperbolic for some (not necessarily constant) δ. The
following definitions are standard in the graph theory literature and repeated
here only for the sake of completeness.
Definition 4 (Node and edge expansion ratios of a graph)
(a) The node expansion ratio hG(S) of a subset S of at most |V |/2 nodes of
a graph G = (V,E) is defined as hG(S) =
| ∂G(S) |
| S | . If hG(S) > c for some
constant c > 0 and for all subsets S of at most |V |/2 nodes then we call G a
node-expander.
(b) The edge expansion ratio gH(S) of a subset S of at most |V |/2 nodes of
a graph G = (V,E) is defined as gG(S) =
| cutG(S) |
|S | . If hG(S) > c for some
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constant c > 0 and for all subsets S of at most |V |/2 nodes then we call G an
edge-expander (or sometimes simply an expander).
Definition 5 (Witness of node or edge expansions) A witness of a node
(respectively, edge) expansion bound of c of a graph G = (V,E) is a subset S
of at most |V |/2 nodes of G such that hG(S) ≤ c (respectively, gG(S) ≤ c).
Notation hG = min
S⊂V : |S|≤|V |/2
{
hG(S)
}
will denote the minimum node expan-
sion of a graph G = (V,E).
For any graph G = (V,E), any subset S containing exactly |V |/2 nodes has
| ∂G(S) | ≤ |V |/2, and thus 0 < hG = minS⊂V : |S|≤|V |/2 {hG(S)} ≤ 1 All our
expansion bounds in this section will be stated for node expansions only. Since
gG(S) ≤ d hG(S) for any graph G whose nodes have a maximum degree of d,
our bounds for node expansions translate to some corresponding bounds for
the edge expansions as well.
3.1 Nested Family of Witnesses for Node/Edge Expansion
An ordered family of sets S1, S2, . . . , Sℓ is called nested if S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sℓ.
Our goal in this subsection is to find a large nested family of subsets of nodes
with good node expansion bounds.
For two nodes p and q of a graph G = (V,E), a cut S of G that “separates
p from q” is a subset S of nodes containing p but not containing q, and the set
of cut edges cutG(S, p, q) corresponding to the cut S is the set of edges with
exactly one end-point in S, i.e.,
cutG(S, p, q) =
{{
u, v
} | p, u ∈ S and q, v ∈ V \ S }
Recall that d denotes the maximum degree of any node in the given graph G.
Theorem 1 For any constant 0 < µ < 1, the following result holds for
〈G, d, δ〉. Let p and q be any two nodes of G and let ∆ = distG(p, q). Then,
there exists at least t = max
{
∆µ
56 log d , 1
}
subsets of nodes ∅ ⊂ S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ · · · ⊂
St ⊂ V , each of at most n/2 nodes, with the following properties:
◮ ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t} :
hG (Sj) ≤ min
{
8 ln (n/2)/∆, max
{
(1/∆)1−µ ,
500 lnn
∆ 2
∆µ
28 δ log(2d)
}}
.
◮ All the subsets can be found in a total of O
(
n3 logn+mn2
)
time.
◮ Either all the subsets S1, S2, . . . , St contain the node p, or all of them con-
tain the node q.
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Corollary 1 Letting p and q be two nodes such that distG(p, q) = D(G) = D
realizes the diameter of the graph G, we get the bound:
hG (Sj) ≤ min
{
8 ln(n/2)
D , max
{(
1
D
)1−µ
, (500 lnn)/
(
D 2
Dµ
28 δ log(2d)
)}}
Since D > logn/log d, the above bound implies:
hG < max
{
(log d/logn)1−µ , (500 log d)/
(
2 log
µ n/(28 δ log1+µ(2d))
)}
(1)
Remark 1 The following observations may help the reader to understand the
asymptotic nature of the bound in (1).
(a) The first component of the bound is O
(
1/log1−µ n
)
for fixed d, and is
Ω(1) only when d = Ω(n).
(b) To better understand the second component of the bound, consider the
following cases (recall that hG = Ω(1) for an expander):
◮ Suppose that the given graph is a hyperbolic graph of constant maximum
degree, i.e., both δ and d are constants. In that case,
(500 log d)/
(
2
logµ n
28 δ log1+µ(2d)
)
= O
(
1/
(
2O(1) log
µ n
))
= O (1/polylog(n) )
◮ Suppose that the given graph is hyperbolic but the maximum degree d is
arbitrary. In that case,
(500 logd)/
(
2
logµ n
28 δ log1+µ(2d)
)
= O
(
log d/
(
2O(1) log
µ n/log1+µ d
))
= O
(
log d/polylog(n)1/log
1+µ d
)
and thus d has to be increased to at least 2
Ω
(√
log logn/log log logn
)
to get
a constant upper bound.
◮ Suppose that the given graph has a constant maximum degree but not
necessarily hyperbolic (i.e., δ is arbitrary). In that case,
(500 log d)/
(
2 (log
µ n)/(28 δ log1+µ(2d))
)
= O
(
1/2O(1)log
µ n/δ
)
and thus δ need to be at least Ω (logµ n) to get a constant upper bound.
3.1.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of the main bounds in Theorem 1 uses the same cylinder or ball re-
moving techniques as used in [6, 26] in showing that hyperbolic graphs are not
expanders. However, several technical complications arise when we try to find
these witnesses while optimizing the corresponding expansion bounds. The
time-complexity of finding our witnesses are discussed at the very end of our
proof.
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(I) Proof of the easy part of the bound, i.e., hG (Sj) ≤ (8 ln (n/2))/∆
This proof is straightforward and provided for the sake of completeness.
Assume that ∆ > (8 ln (n/2))
1/µ
since otherwise there is no need to prove this
bound. Assume, without loss of generality, that∣∣BG(p,∆/2)∣∣ ≤ min{ ∣∣BG(p,∆/2)∣∣ , ∣∣BG(q,∆/2)∣∣ } ≤ n/2. Consider the se-
quence of balls BG(p, r) for r = 0, 1, 2 . . . , ∆/2. Then it follows that
n/2 > | BG (p,∆/2) | ≥
(∆/2)−1∏
ℓ=0
(
1 + hG (BG (p, ℓ) )
)
≥
(∆/2)−1∏
ℓ=0
ehG(BG(p,ℓ) )/2 = e
(∆/2)−1∑
ℓ=0
hG(BG(p,ℓ) )/2
⇒ ln (n/2) >
(∆/2)−1∑
ℓ=0
hG (BG (p, ℓ) ) /2 ⇒
∑(∆/2)−1
ℓ=0 hG (BG (p, ℓ) )
∆/2
<
4 ln (n/2)
∆
By a simple averaging argument, there must now exist∆/4 > max
{
∆µ
56 log d , 1
}
distinct balls (subsets of nodes) BG (p, r1) ⊂ BG (p, r2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ BG
(
p, r∆/4
)
such that | BG (p, rj) | < (8 ln (n/2))/∆ for j = 1, 2, . . . , ∆/4. It is straightfor-
ward to see that these balls can be found within the desired time complexity
bound.
(II) Proof of the difficult part of the bound,
i.e., hG (Sj) ≤ max
{
(1/∆)1−µ ,
500 lnn
∆ 2
∆µ
28 δ log(2d)
}
(II-a) The easy case of ∆ = O(1)
If∆ = c for any some constant c ≥ 1 (independent of n) then, since δ ≥ 1/2,
d > 1 and n is sufficiently large, we have (500 lnn)/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28 δ log(2d))
)
>
(500 lnn)/
(
∆ 2 (1/14)∆
µ)
> 1. Thus, any subset of n/2 nodes containing p
satisfies the claimed bound, and the number of such subsets is
(n
2 − 1
n− 2
)
≫ t.
(II-b) The case of ∆ = ω(1)
Otherwise, assume that D(n) = ω(1), i.e., limn→∞D(n) > c for any con-
stant c. Let p′, q′ be nodes on a shortest path between p and q such that
distG(p, p
′) = distG(p
′, q′) = distG(q
′, q) = ∆/3. The following initial value of
the parameter α is crucial to our analysis2:
α = α0 = 1/
(
7∆1−µ log(2d)
)
(2)
2 We will later need to vary the value of α in our analysis.
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Note that 0 < α0 < 1/4. Let C be set of nodes at a distance of ⌊α∆⌋ > α∆−1
of a shortest path p′, q′ between p′ and q′. Thus,
C = {u | ∃ v ∈ p′, q′ : distG(u, v) = ⌈α∆⌉} ⇒ |C | ≤ (∆/3) d ⌊α∆⌋ < (∆/3) dα∆
(3)
Let G−C be the graph obtained from G by removing the nodes in C. Fact 1
implies:
distG−C(p, q) ≥ (∆/60) 2α∆/δ (4)
Let BG(p, r) be the ball of radius r centered at node p in G with | BG(p, r) | ≤
n/2, and let h(p, j)
def
=
(∑j−1
ℓ=0 BG(p, ℓ)
)
/j. Then, since | BG(p, 0) | = 1 and
|BG(p,r)|
|BG(p,r−1)|
= 1 + hG (BG(p, r − 1)), we have
| BG(p, r) | =
r−1∏
j=0
(1 + hG (BG(p, j)))
≥
r−1∏
j=0
ehG(BG(p,j))/2 = e
r−1∑
j=0
hG(BG(p,j))/2
= erh(p,r)/2 (5)
Assume without loss of generality that3∣∣BG−C (p, distG−C(p, q)/2) ∣∣ ≤ ∣∣BG−C (q, distG−C(p, q)/2) ∣∣ ≤ (n− |C|) /2 < n2
(6)
Case 1: There is a set of t distinct indices {i1, i2, . . . , it} ⊆ {0, 1, . . . ,
distG−C(p, q)/2} such that, i1 < i2 < · · · < it and, for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t,
hG (BG(p, is) ) = hG
(BG−C(p, is) ) ≤ (1/∆)1−µ (see Fig. 3 (a)). Then, the
subsets BG(p, i1) ⊂ BG(p, i2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ BG(p, it) satisfy our claim.
Case 2: Case 1 does not hold. In this case, we have
(∆/3)−α∆−1∑
ℓ=0
hG (BG(p, ℓ)) >
((
distG−C(p, q)/2
)− (t− 1)) (1/∆)1−µ
> ((∆/3)− α∆− t) (1/∆)1−µ > ∆µ/4 (7)
Let rp be the least integer such that BG−C (p, rp) = BG−C (p, rp + 1). Since G
is a connected graph and, for all r ≤ (∆/3)− α∆ we have BG(p, r) ∩ C = ∅ ≡
BG−C(p, r) = BG(p, r) we have rp ≥ (∆/3)− α∆ (see Fig. 3 (a)).
Failure of the current strategy
3 Note that if there is no path between nodes p and q in G−C then distG−C (p, q) =∞ and
BG−C
(
p,distG−C (p, q)/2
)
and BG−C
(
q, distG−C (p, q)/2
)
contain all the nodes reachable
from p and q, respectively, in G−C .
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p
i1
i2
it
qp
′
q′
∆/3∆/3 ∆/3
⌈α∆⌉
α =
1
7∆1−µ log(2d)
⌈α∆⌉
rp
(a)
p
q
p′ q′
α=α1
α=α1−1/∆
α=α1−(ℓ/∆)
(b)
Fig. 3 Illustration of various cases in the proof of Theorem 1. (a) Case 1. Nodes on the
boundary of the lightly shaded region belong to Cα1∆. (b) Case 2. Nodes on the boundary
of the lightly cross-hatched region belong to Cα1∆−ℓ.
Note that it is possible that rp is precisely (∆/3) − α∆ or not too much
above it (this could happen when p is disconnected from q in G−C). Conse-
quently, we may not be able to use our current technique of enlarging the ball
BG−C (p, r) for r beyond (∆/3)− α∆ to get the required number of subsets of
nodes as claimed in the theorem. A further complication arises because, for
r > (∆/3) − α∆, expansion of the balls BG−C (p, r) in G−C may differ from
that in G, i.e., hG
(BG−C (p, r) ) need not be the same as hG−C (BG−C (p, r) ).
Rectifying the current strategy
We now change our strategy in the following manner. Let us write rp as
rp,α∆ to show its dependence on α∆ and let α1 =
1
14∆1−µ log(2d) . Vary α
from α = α1 to α = α1/2 in steps of −1/∆, and consider the sequence of
values rp, α1∆, rp, α1∆−1, . . . , rp, α1∆/2. Let Cα1∆−ℓ denote the set of nodes in C
when α is set equal to α1 − (ℓ/∆) for ℓ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , α1∆/2 (see Fig. 3 (b)).
Consider the two sets of nodes Cα1∆−ℓ and Cα1∆−ℓ′ with ℓ < ℓ′. Obviously,
Cα1∆−ℓ 6= Cα1∆−ℓ′ for any ℓ 6= ℓ′.
Case 2.1 (relatively easier case): Removal of each of the set of nodes
Cα1∆, Cα1∆−1, . . . , C(α1∆)/2 disconnects p from q in the corresponding graphs
G−Cα1∆ , G−Cα1∆−1 , . . . , G−C(α1∆)/2 , respectively.
Then, for any 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ (α1∆) /2, we have
rp,α1∆−ℓ ≥ (∆/3)− α1∆+ ℓ ≥ (∆/3)− α1∆
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∣∣∣BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)∣∣∣>
∣∣∣∣BG−Cα1∆
(
p,
∆
3
− α1∆
)∣∣∣∣≥e 12
(∆/3)−α1D−1∑
j=0
hG(BG(p,j))
by (5)
> e
∆µ/8
by (7)∣∣∣ ∂G (BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)) ∣∣∣ ≤ | Cα1∆−ℓ | ≤ | Cα1∆ | < (∆/3) dα1∆
by (3)
hG
(
BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)
)
=
∣∣∣ ∂G (BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)) ∣∣∣∣∣∣BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ) ∣∣∣
<
(∆/3) dα1∆
e∆
µ/8
=
(∆/3) d
∆µ
14 log(2d)
e∆
µ/8
<
(∆/3)
(
d1/log d
)∆µ/14
e∆
µ/8
=
(∆/3) 2∆
µ/14
e∆
µ/8
<
∆/3
2∆µ/20
<
(
1
∆
)1−µ
, since µ > 0 and ∆ = ω(1) (8)
Inequality (8) implies that there is a set of 1+(α1∆)/2 = 1+(∆
µ)/(28 log(2d)) >
∆µ/(56 logd) subsets of nodes BG−Cα1∆ (p, rp,α1∆) ⊂ BG−Cα1∆−1 (p, rp,α1∆−1) ⊂
· · · ⊂ BG−Cα1∆/2
(
p, rp,α1∆/2
)
such that each such subset BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)
has hG
(
BG−Cα1∆−ℓ (p, rp,α1∆−ℓ)
)
< (1/∆)
1−µ
. This proves our claim.
Case 2.2 (the difficult case): Case 2.1 does not hold.
This means that there exists an index 0 ≤ t ≤ (α1∆)/2 such that the
removal of the set of nodes in Cα1∆−t does not disconnect p from q in the
corresponding graphs G−Cα1∆−t . This implies rp,α1∆−t > distG−Cα1∆−t
(p, q)/2.
For notational convenience, we will denote Cα1∆−t and G−Cα1∆−t simply by C
and G−C , respectively. We redefine α0 = α1−(t/∆) such that α1∆− t = α0∆.
Note that α1/2 ≤ α0 ≤ α1.
First goal: show that our selection of α0 ensures that removal of
nodes in C does not decrease the expansion of the balls BG−C(p, r) in
the new graph G−C by more than a constant factor.
First, note that the goal is trivially achieved if If r ≤ (∆/3) − α0∆ since
for all r ≤ (∆/3)− α0∆ we have hG−C
(BG−C(p, r)) = hG (BG−C(p, r)). Thus,
assume that r > (∆/3)− α0∆. To satisfy our goal, it suffices if we can show
the following assertion:
∀ (∆/3)− α0∆ < r ≤ distG−C(p,q)/2 : hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) > (1/∆)1−µ ⇒
hG−C
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) ≥ hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)) /2 (9)
We verify (9) as shown below. First, note that:
hG−C
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) ≥ hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)) /2
≡
∣∣ ∂G (BG−C(p, r − 1)) ∣∣− ∣∣ ∂G (BG−C(p, r − 1)) ∩ C ∣∣∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣ ≥ hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1))
2
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⇐
∣∣ ∂G (BG−C(p, r − 1)) ∣∣ − |C|∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣ ≥ hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)) /2
≡
∣∣ ∂G (BG−C(p, r − 1)) ∣∣∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣ − |C|∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣ ≥ hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)) /2
≡ hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) − |C|∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣ ≥ hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)) /2
≡ 2 |C|
hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) ≤ ∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1) ∣∣
⇐ 2 |C|
hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1))≤e∆
µ
8 , since
∣∣BG−C(p, r − 1)∣∣≥ ∣∣∣∣BG−C(p, ∆3 − α0∆
)∣∣∣∣
= | BG (p, (∆/3)− α0∆) |
≥ | BG (p, (∆/3)− α1∆) | > e∆
µ/8
⇐ ((∆/3) dα0∆) (2/ (hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)))) ≤ e∆µ/8, since |C|<(∆/3) dα0∆
≡ (∆µ/8) ≥ ln∆+ α0∆ ln d− ln(3/2)− ln
(
hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1)))
⇐ ∆
µ
8
≥ ln∆+ α1∆ ln d− ln 32 − ln
(
hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1))) , since α0 ≤ α1
⇐ α1 ≤
(∆µ/8)− ln∆+ ln (hG (BG−C(p, r − 1)))
∆ ln d
(10)
Now, if hG
(BG−C(p, r − 1)) > (1/∆)1−µ then since ∆ = ω(1) we have:
∆µ
8
− ln∆+ ln (hG (BG−C(p, r − 1))) > ∆µ8 − ln∆− (1− µ) ln∆ > (∆µ/7)
Thus, Inequality (10) is satisfied by our selection of α1 = 1/
(
14∆1−µ log(2d)
)
.
This verifies (9) and satisfies our first goal.
Second goal: Use the first goal and the fact that distG−C(p,q) is large
enough to find the desired subsets.
First assume that there exists a set of t = max {1, Dµ/(56 logd)} indices
i1 < i2 < · · · < it in
{
∆
3 − α0∆+ 1, ∆3 − α0∆+ 2, . . . , (distG−C(p, q))/2
}
such
that
∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ t : hG
(BG−C(p, is) ) ≤ (1/∆)1−µ (11)
Obviously, the existence of these subsets BG−C(p, i1) ⊂ BG−C(p, i2) ⊂ · · · ⊂
BG−C(p, it) proves our claim. Otherwise, there are no sets of t indices that
satisfy (11). This implies that there exists a set of ξ =
(
distG−C(p, q)/2
) −
((∆/3)− α0∆)− (t− 1) distinct indices j1, j2, . . . , jξ in{
(∆/3)− α0∆+ 1, (∆/3)− α0∆+ 2, . . . , (distG−C(p, q))/2
}
such that
∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ ξ : hG
(BG−C(p, js) ) > (1/∆)1−µ ⇒
by (9)
∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ ξ : hG−C
(BG−C(p, js) ) ≥ hG (BG−C(p, js) ) /2 (12)
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This in turn implies∣∣BG−C (p, distG−C(p, q)/2) ∣∣
>
(∆/3)−α0∆−1∏
j=0
(
1 + hG
(BG−C(p, j) ) )
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∏
j=(∆/3)−α0∆
(
1 +
(
hG
(BG−C(p, j) ) /2))

using (12)
>
(∆/3)−α0∆−1∏
j=0
ehG(BG−C (p,j) ) / 2
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∏
j=(∆/3)−α0∆
ehG(BG−C (p,j) ) / 4

=
(
e
(∆/3)−α0∆−1∑
j=0
hG(BG−C (p,j) )/2
) (
e
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∑
j=(∆/3)−α0∆
hG(BG−C (p,j) )/4
)
> e
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∑
j=0
hG(BG−C (p,j) )/4
(13)
Using (13) and our specific choice of the node p (over node q), we have
n/2 >
∣∣BG−C (p, distG−C(p, q)/2) ∣∣ > e
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∑
j=0
hG(BG−C (p,j) )/4 ⇒
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∑
j=0
hG(BG−C(p, j) ) < 4 lnn (14)
We now claim that there must exist a set of t = ∆µ/(56 log d) distinct indices
i1 < i2 < · · · < it in {0, 1, . . . , (∆/3)− α0∆+ ξ − 1} such that
∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ t : hG
(BG−C(p, is) ) ≤ (500 lnn)/(∆ 2∆µ/(28δ log(2d))) (15)
The existence of these indices will obviously prove our claim. Suppose, for the
sake of contradiction, that this is not the case. Together with (14) this implies:
4 lnn >
(∆/3)−α0∆+ξ−1∑
j=0
hG(BG−C(p, j) )
>
by (15)
(
∆
3
− α0∆+ ξ − ∆
µ
56 log d
+ 1
)(
(500 lnn)/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28δ log(2d))
))
⇒
(
distG−C (p,q)
2 −max
{
1, ∆
µ
28 log d
})(
(500 lnn)/
(
∆ 2
∆µ
28δ log(2d)
))
< 4 lnn,
substituting the values of t and ξ
⇒
(
∆
120
2
α1∆
2δ −max
{
1,
∆µ
28 log d
})(
(500 lnn)/
(
∆ 2
∆µ
28δ log(2d)
))
< 4 lnn,
by (4) and since α1/2 ≤ α0
≡
(
∆
120
2
∆µ
28δ log(2d) −max
{
1,
∆µ
28 log d
})(
125/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28δ log(2d))
))
< 1
⇒
(
(∆/121) 2∆
µ/(28δ log(2d))
)(
125/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28δ log(2d))
))
< 1
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≡ 125/121 < 1, since ∆ = ω(1) (16)
Since (16) is false, there must exist a set of t distinct indices i1 < i2 < · · · < it
such that (15) holds and the corresponding sets BG−C (p, i1) ⊂ BG−C (p, i2) ⊂
· · · ⊂ BG−C (p, it) prove our claim.
(III) Time complexity for finding each witness
It should be clear that we can find each witness provided we can implement
the following steps:
– Find two nodes p and q such that distG(p, q) = ∆ in O
(
n2 logn+mn
)
time.
– Using breadth-first-search (BFS), find the two nodes p′, q′ as in the proof
in O(m+ n) time.
– There are at most α1∆/2 = ∆
µ/(28 log(2d) ) < n possible values of α
considered in the proof. For each α, the following steps are needed:
– Use BFS find the set of nodes C in O (n2 +mn) time.
– Compute G−C in O(m + n) time.
– Use BFS to compute BG−C(p, r) for every 0 ≤ r ≤ distG−C(p, q)/2 in
O(m+ n) time.
– Compute hG
(BG−C(p, r)) for every 0 ≤ r ≤ distG−C(p, q)/2 in O(n2 +
mn) time, and select a subset of nodes with a minimum expansion.
3.2 Family of Witnesses of Node/Edge Expansion With Limited Mutual
Overlaps
The result in the previous section provided a nested family of cuts of small
expansion that separated node p from node q. However, pairs of subsets in this
family may differ by as few as just one node. In some applications, one may
need to generate a family of cuts that are sufficiently different from each other,
i.e., they are either disjoint or have limited overlap. The following theorem
addresses this question.
Theorem 2 Let p and q be any two nodes of G and let ∆ = distG(p, q) >
8. Then, for any constant 0 < µ < 1 and for any positive integer τ <
∆/
((
42 δ log(2d) log(2∆)
)1/µ)
the following results hold for 〈G, d, δ〉: there
exists ⌊τ/4⌋ distinct collections of subsets of nodes ∅ ⊂ F1,F2, . . . ,F⌊τ/4⌋ ⊂ 2V
such that
◮ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊τ/4⌋} ∀S ∈ Fj :
hG (S) ≤ max
{(
1
(∆/τ)
)1−µ
,
360 logn
(∆/τ) 2
(∆/τ)µ
7 δ log(2d)
}
.
◮ Each collection Fj has at least tj = max
{
(∆/τ)µ
56 log d , 1
}
subsets Vj,1, . . . , Vj,tj
that form a nested family, i.e., ∅ ⊂ Vj,1 ⊂ Vj,2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vj,tj ⊂ V .
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◮ All the subsets in each Fj can be found in a total of O
(
n3 logn+mn2
)
time.
◮ (limited overlap claim) For every pair of subsets Vi,k ∈ Fi and Vj,k′ ∈ Fj
with i 6= j, either Vi,k ∩ Vj,k′ = ∅ or at least ∆/(2 τ) nodes in each subset
do not belong to the other subset.
Remark 2 Consider a bounded-degree hyperbolic graph, i.e., assume that δ
and d are constants. Setting τ = ∆1/2 gives Ω(∆1/2) nested families of subsets
of nodes, with each family having at least Ω(∆1/2) subsets each of maximum
node expansion (1/∆)
(1−µ)/2
, such that every pairwise non-disjoint subsets
from different families have at least Ω(∆1/2) private nodes.
Proof. Select τ ≤ ∆/4 such that τ satisfies the following:
∆/(60 τ) 2 ( (∆/τ)
µ )/(28 δ log(2d)) > (∆/τ) + 2∆ (17)
Note that τ ≥ (42 δ log(2d) log(2∆) )1/µ/∆ satisfies (17) since
∆/(60 τ) 2 ( (∆/τ)
µ )/(28 δ log(2d)) > (∆/τ) + 2∆
⇒ (∆/τ)µ > 28 δ log(2d) log(60 + 120 τ) > 168 δ log(2d) log(2∆)
since τ < ∆/4
⇒ τ < ∆/
((
42 δ log(2d) log(2∆)
)1/µ)
Let (p = p1, p2, . . . , pτ+1 = q) be an ordered sequence of τ + 1 nodes such
that distG (pi, pi+1) = ∆/τ for i = 1, 2, . . . , τ . Applying Theorem 1 for each
pair (pi, pi+1), we get a nested family ∅ ⊂ Fi ⊂ 2V of subsets of nodes
such that ti = | Fi | ≥ max
{
(∆/τ)µ
56 log d , 1
}
and, for any Vi,k ∈ Fi, hG (Vi,k) ≤
max
{
(1/(∆/τ))
1−µ
, (360 logn)/
(
(∆/τ) 2 (∆/τ)
µ/(7 δ log(2d))
)}
. Recall that the
subset of nodes Vi,k was constructed in Theorem 1 in the following manner
(see Fig. 4 for an illustration):
– Let ℓi and ri be two nodes on a shortest path pi, pi+1 such that distG (pi, ℓi) =
distG (ℓi, ri) = distG (ri, pi+1) = distG (pi, pi+1) /3.
– For some 1/
(
28 (∆/τ)1−µ log(2d)
) ≤ αi,k ≤ 1/ (14 (∆/τ)1−µ log(2d)) <
1/4, construct the graph G−Ci,k obtained by removing the set of nodes Ci,k
which are exactly at a distance of ⌈αi,k distG (pi, pi+1)⌉ from some node of
the shortest path ℓi, ri.
– The subset Vi,k is then the ball BG−Ci,k (yi, ai,k) for some
ai,k ∈
[
0, distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1)/2
]
and for some yi ∈ {pi, pi+1}. If yi = pi
then we call the collection of subsets Fi “left handed”, otherwise we call
Fi “right handed”.
We can partition the set of τ collections F1, . . . ,Fτ into four groups depending
on whether the subscript j of Fj is odd or even, and whether Fj is left handed
or right handed. One of these 4 groups must at least ⌊τ/4⌋ family of subsets.
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Suppose, without loss of generality, that this happens for the collection of
families that contains Fi,k when i is even and Fi,k is left handed (the other
cases are similar). We now show that subsets in this collection that belong to
different families do satisfy the limited overlap claim.
≈≈ ≈
ℓi ri
Ci,k
∆/τ Vi,k=BG−Ci,k (pi, ai,k)
ℓj rj
C j,k
Vj,k′=BG−C
j,k′
(pj, aj,k′)
pi pi+1
pj
pj+1
Fig. 4 Illustration of various quantities related to the proof of Theorem 2. Nodes within
the lightly cross-hatched region belong to Ci,k and Cj,k′ . Note that BG−Ci,k
(
pi, ai,k
)
and
BG−C
j,k′
(
pj , aj,k′
)
need not be balls in the original graph G.
Consider an arbitrary set in the above-mentioned collection of the form
Vi,k = BG−Ci,k (pi, ai,k) with even i. Let Ci,k denote the nodes in the in-
terior of the closed cylinder of nodes in G which are at a distance of at
most ⌈αi,k distG (pi, pi+1)⌉ from some node of the shortest path ℓi, ri, i.e.,
let Ci,k =
{
u | ∃ v ∈ ℓi, ri : distG(u, v) ≤ ⌈αi,k distG (pi, pi+1)⌉
}
(see Fig. 4).
Let Vj,k′ = BG−C
j,k′
(pj , aj,k′) be a set in another family Fj with even j 6= i
(see Fig. 4). Assume, without loss of generality, that i is smaller than j, i.e.,
i ≤ j − 2 (the other case is similar).
Proposition 1 Ci,k ∩ BG−C
j,k′
( pj , ∆/(2 τ) ) = ∅.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that u ∈ Ci,k ∩ BG−C
j,k′
(
pj ,
∆
2 τ
)
.
Since u ∈ Ci,k, there is a node v ∈ ℓi, ri such that
distG(v, u) ≤ ⌈αi,k distG (pi, pi+1)⌉ < distG (pi, pi+1) /4 = ∆/(4 τ)
Thus,
u ∈ BG−C
j,k′
(
pj,
∆
2 τ
) ⇒ distG−C
j,k′
(u, pj) ≤ ∆2 τ ⇒ distG (u, pj) ≤ ∆2 τ
⇒ distG (v, pj) ≤ distG (v, u) + distG (u, pj) < ∆/(4 τ) +∆/(2 τ) < ∆/τ
which contradicts the fact that distG (v, pj) > distG (pi+1, pj) = ∆/τ . ❑
Proposition 2 distG−C
j,k′
(u, pj) > ∆/(2 τ) for any node u ∈ Vi,k ∩ Vj,k′ =
BG−Ci,k (pi, ai,k) ∩ BG−Cj,k′ (pj , aj,k′).
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Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that z = distG−C
j,k′
(u, pj) ≤
∆/(2 τ). Since u ∈ Vi,k = BG−Ci,k (pi, ai,k), this implies
distG−Ci,k (pi,k, u) ≤ ai,k ≤ distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1)/2
Since u ∈ Vj,k′=BG−C
j,k′
(pj , aj,k′) for some aj,k′ , this implies u ∈ BG−C
j,k′
(pj, z).
Since z ≤ ∆/(2 τ), by Proposition 1 Ci,k ∩ BG−C
j,k′
(pj , z) = ∅, and therefore
∆/(2 τ) ≥ z = distG−C
j,k′
(u, pj) = distG−Ci,k∪Cj,k′
(u, pj)
since Ci,k ∩ BG−C
j,k′
(pj , z) = ∅
≥ distG−Ci,k (u, pj)
which in turn implies
distG−Ci,k (pi, pj) ≤ distG−Ci,k (pi, u) + distG−Ci,k (u, pj)
≤ distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1)/2 +∆/(2 τ) (18)
Since the Hausdorff distance between the two shortest paths ℓi, ri and pj, pj+1
is at least (j−i−1)∆τ +∆/(3 τ) > αi,k distG (pi, pi+1) and distG−Ci,k (pj, pi+1) =
(j − i)∆/τ < ∆, we have
distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1) ≤ distG−Ci,k (pi, pj) + distG−Ci,k (pj , pi+1)
≤
by (18)
distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1)/2 +∆/(2 τ) +∆
⇒ distG−Ci,k (pi, pi+1) ≤ ∆/τ + 2∆ (19)
On the other hand, by Fact 1:
distG−Ci (pi, pi+1) ≥ ∆/(60 τ) 2 (αi,k∆)/(δ τ) ≥ ∆/(60 τ) 2 ( (∆/τ)
µ )/(28 δ log(2d))
(20)
Inequalities (19) and (20) together imply
∆/(60 τ) 2 ( (∆/τ)
µ )/(28 δ log(2d)) ≤ (∆/τ) + 2∆ (21)
Inequality (21) contradicts Inequality (17). ❑
To complete the proof of limited overlap claim, suppose that Vi,k∩Vj,k′ 6= ∅
and let u ∈ Vi,k∩Vj,k′ . Proposition 2 implies that Vj,k′ ⊃ BG−C
j,k′
(pj , ∆/(2 τ)),
u /∈ BG−C
j,k′
(pj , ∆/(2 τ)), and thus there are at least ∆/(2 τ) node on a short-
est path in G−Cj,k′ from pj to a node at a distance of ∆/(2 τ) from pj that are
not in Vi,k. ❑
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3.3 Family of Mutually Disjoint Cuts
Recall that, given two distinct nodes s, t ∈ V of a graph G = (V,E), a cut in
G that separates s from t (or, simply a “s-t cut”) cutG(S, s, t) is a subset of
nodes S that disconnects s from t. The cut-edges EG(S, s, t) (resp., cut-nodes
VG(S, s, t)) corresponding to this cut is the set of edges with one end-point in
S (resp., the end-points of these cut-edges that belong to S), i.e.,
EG(S, s, t) = { {u, v} |u ∈ S, v ∈ V \ S, {u, v} ∈ E } ,
VG(S, s, t) = {u |u ∈ S, v ∈ V \ S, {u, v} ∈ E }
Note that in the following lemma d is the maximum degree of any
node “except s, t and any node within a distance of 35 δ of s” (degrees
of these nodes may be arbitrary).
Lemma 1 Suppose that the following holds for our given 〈G, d, δ〉:
◮ s and t are two nodes of G such that distG(s, t) > 48 δ + 8 δ logn, and
◮ d is the maximum degree of any node except s, t and any node within a
distance of 35 δ of s (degrees of these nodes may be arbitrary).
Then, there exists a set of at least distG(s,t)−8 δ log n50 δ = Ω (distG(s, t)) (node and
edge) disjoint cuts such that each such cut has at most d 12δ+1 cut edges.
Remark 3 Suppose that G is hyperbolic (i.e., δ is a constant), d is a constant,
and s and t be two nodes such that distG(s, t) > 48δ + 8δ logn = Ω(log n).
Lemma 1 then implies that there are Ω (distG(s, t)) s-t cuts each having O(1)
edges. If, on the other hand, δ = O(log logn), then such cuts have polylog(n)
edges.
Remark 4 The bound in Lemma 1 is obviously meaningful only if δ = o(logd n).
If δ = Ω(logd n), then δ-hyperbolic graphs include expanders and thus many
small-size cuts may not exist in general.
Proof. Recall that we may assume that δ ≥ 1/2. We start by doing a BFS
starting from node s. Let Li be the sets of nodes at the ith level (i.e., ∀u ∈
Li : distG (s, u) = i); obviously t ∈ LdistG(s,t). Assume distG(s, t) > 48 δ +
8 δ logn, and consider two arbitrary paths P1 and P2 between s and t passing
through two nodes v1, v2 ∈ Lj for some 48 δ ≤ j ≤ distG(s, t)− 7 δ logn.
We first claim that distG (v1, v2) < 12 δ. Suppose, for the sake of contra-
diction, suppose that distG (v1, v2) ≥ 12δ. Let v′1 and v′2 be the first node in
level Lj+6δ log n visited by P1 and P2, respectively. Since both P1 and P2 are
paths between s and t and j +6 δ logn < distG(s, t) implies Lj+6δ log n+1 6= ∅,
there must be a path P3 between v′1 and v′2 through t using nodes not in⋃
0≤ ℓ≤ j+6 δ log n Lℓ. We show that this is impossible by Fact 2. Set the pa-
rameters in Fact 2 in the following manner: κ = 4, α = 6 δ logn, r = j >
12 κ δ = 48 δ; u1 = v1, u2 = v2, u4 = v
′
1, and u3 = v
′
2. Then the length of P3
satisfies | P3 | > 2logn+5 > n which is impossible since | P3 | < n.
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We next claim that, for any arbitrary node in level v ∈ Lj lying on a path
between s and t, BG (v, 12δ) provides an s-t cut cutG (BG (v, 12δ) , s, t) having
at most EG (BG (v, 12δ) , s, t) ≤ d 12δ+1 edges. To see this, consider any path P
between s and t and let u be the first node in Lj visited by the path. Then,
distG(u, v) ≤ 12δ and thus v ∈ BG (v, 12δ). Since nodes in BG (v, 12δ) are
at a distance of at least 35δ from s and t /∈ BG (v, 12δ), d is the maximum
degree of any node in BG (v, 12δ) and it follows that EG (BG (v, 12δ) , s, t) ≤
d ∂G (BG (v, 12δ − 1)) ≤ d 12δ+1.
We can now finish the proof of our lemma in the following way. Assume that
distG(s, t) > 48 δ+8 δ logn. Consider the levels Lj for j ∈
{
50δ, 100δ, 150δ, . . . ,
distG(s,t)−8δ logn
50δ
}
. For each such level Lj , select a node vj that is on a path be-
tween s and t and consider the subset of edges in cutG
(BG(vj , 12δ), s, t). Then,
cutG (BG (vj , 12δ) , s, t) over all j provides our family of s-t cuts. The number
of such cuts is at least (distG(s, t)− 8δ logn)/(50δ). To see why these cuts are
node and edge disjoint, note that EG(BG(vj , 12δ), s, t) ∩ EG(BG(vℓ, 12δ), s, t) =
∅ and VG (BG (vj , 12δ) , s, t) ∩ VG (BG (vℓ, 12δ) , s, t) = ∅ for any j 6= ℓ since
distG (vj , vℓ) > 30δ. ❑
4 Algorithmic Applications
In this section, we consider a few algorithmic applications of the bounds and
proof techniques we showed in the previous section.
4.1 Network Design Application: Minimizing Bottleneck Edges
In this section we consider the following problem.
Problem 1 (Unweighted Uncapacitated MinimumVulnerability prob-
lem (Uumv) [4, 29, 38]) The input to this problem a graph G = (V,E), two
nodes s, t ∈ V , and two positive integers 0 < r < κ. The goal is to find a set of
κ paths between s and t that minimizes the number of “shared edges”, where
an edge is called shared if it is in more than r of these κ paths between s and t.
When r = 1, the Uumv problem is called the “minimum shared edges” (Mse)
problem.
We will use the notation OPTUumv(G, s, t, r, κ) to denote the number of
shared edges in an optimal solution of an instance of Uumv. Uumv has ap-
plications in several communication network design problems (see [36–38] for
further details). The following computational complexity results are known
regarding Uumv and Mse for a graph with n nodes and m edges (see [4, 29]):
– Mse does not admit a 2log
1−ε n-approximation for any constant ε > 0 unless
NP ⊆DTIME(nlog logn).
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– Uumv admits a ⌊κ/(r + 1)⌋-approximation. However, no non-trivial ap-
proximation ofUumv that depends onm and/or n only is currently known.
– Mse admits a min
{
n3/4, m1/2
}
-approximation.
4.1.1 Greedy Fails for Uumv or Mse Even for Hyperbolic Graphs (i.e.,
Graphs With Constant δ)
Several routing problems have been looked at for hyperbolic graphs (i.e., con-
stant δ) in the literature before (e.g., see [15, 24]) and, for these problems, it
is often seen that simple greedy strategies do work. However, that is unfor-
tunately not the case with Uumv or Mse. For example, one obvious greedy
strategy that can be designed is as follows.
(* Greedy strategy *)
Repeat κ times
Select a new path between s and t that shares a minimum number
of edges with the already selected paths
s
t
···
r=1
δ≤5/2
κ=(n−2)/7(a)
s
t
···
(b)
s
t
···
(c)
s
t
···
(d)
Fig. 5 A bad example for the obvious greedy strategy. (a) The given graph in which every
node except s and t has degree at most 3 and δ ≤ 5/2 . (b) Greedy first selects the (n−2)/14
edge-disjoint shortest paths shown in thick black. (c) Greedy then selects the shortest paths
shown in light gray one by one, each of which increases the number of shared edges by one
more. Thus, greedy uses (n− 2)/7 shared edges. (d) An optimal solution uses only 5 edges,
i.e., OPTUumv(G, s, t, 1, κ) = 5.
The above greedy strategy can be arbitrarily bad even when r = 1, δ ≤ 5/2
and every node except s and t has degree at most three as illustrated in Fig. 5;
even qualifying the greedy step by selecting a shortest path among those that
increase the number of shared edges the least does not lead to a better solution.
4.1.2 Improved Approximations for Uumv or Mse for δ Up To o(logn/ log d)
Note that in the following lemma d is the maximum degree of any
node “except s, t and any node within a distance of 35 δ of s” (degrees
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of these nodes may be arbitrary). For up to δ = o (logn/log d), the lemma
provides the first non-trivial approximation of Uumv as a function of n only
(independent of κ) and improves upon the currently best min
{
n3/4, m1/2
}
-
approximation of Mse for arbitrary graphs.
Lemma 2 Let d be the maximum degree of any node except s, t and any
node within a distance of 35 δ of s (degrees of these nodes may be arbitrary).
Then, Uumv (and, consequently also Mse) for a δ-hyperbolic graph G can be
approximated within a factor of O
(
max
{
logn, dO(δ)
} )
.
Remark 5 Thus for fixed d Lemma 2 provides improved approximation as long
as δ = o(logn). Note that our approximation ratio is independent of
the value of κ. Also note that δ = Ω(log n) allows expander graphs as a
sub-class of δ-hyperbolic graphs for which Uumv or Mse is expected to be
harder to approximate.
Proof of Lemma 2
Our proof strategy has the following two steps:
◮ We define a new more general problem which we call the edge hitting set
problem for size constrained cuts (Ehssc), and show that Uumv (and thus
Mse) has the same approximability properties as Ehssc by characterizing
optimal solutions of Uumv in terms of optimal solutions of Ehssc.
◮ We then provide a suitable approximation algorithm for Ehssc.
Problem 2 (Edge hitting set for size-constrained cuts (Ehssc)) The
input to Ehssc is a graph G = (V,E), two nodes s, t ∈ V , and a positive
integer 0 < k ≤ |E|. Define a size-constrained s-t cut to be a s-t cut S such
that the number of cut-edges cutG(S, s, t) is at most k. The goal of Ehssc is
to find a hitting set of minimum cardinality for all size-constrained s-t cuts of
G, i.e., find E˜ ⊂ E such that | E˜ | is minimum and
∀ s ∈ S ⊂ V \ {t} : | EG(S, s, t) | ≤ k ⇒ EG(S, s, t) ∩ E˜ 6= ∅
We will use the notation EEhssc (G, s, t, k) to denote an optimal solution
containing OPTEhssc (G, s, t, k) edges of an instance of Ehssc.
Lemma 3 (Relating Ehssc to Uumv)
OPTUumv(G, s, t, r, κ) = OPTEhssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1).
Proof. Note that any feasible solution for Uumv must contain at least one
edge from every collection of cut-edges EG(S, s, t) satisfying | EG(S, s, t) | ≤
⌈κ/r⌉ − 1, since otherwise the number of paths going from EG(S, s, t) to V \
EG(S, s, t) is at most r
(⌈
κ
r
⌉− 1) < κ. Thus we get OPTUumv(G, s, t, r, κ) ≥
OPTEhssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1).
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On the other hand, OPTUumv(G, s, t, r, κ) ≤ OPTEhssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1)
can be argued as follows. Consider the set of edges EEhssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1)
in an optimal hitting set, and set the capacity c(e) of every edge e of G as
c(e) =
{∞, if e ∈ EHssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1)
r, otherwise
The value of the minimum s-t cut forG is then at least min {∞, r × ⌈κ/r⌉} ≥ κ
which implies (by the standard max-flow-min-cut theorem) the existence of κ
flows each of unit value. The paths taken by these κ flows provide our de-
sired κ paths for Uumv. Note that at most r paths go through any edge
e with c(e) 6= ∞ and thus OPTUumv(G, s, t, r, κ) ≤
∣∣ {e | c(e) 6= ∞} ∣∣ =
OPTEhssc (G, s, t, ⌈κ/r⌉ − 1). ❑
Now, we turn to providing a suitable approximation algorithm for Ehssc.
Of course, Ehssc has the following obvious exponential-size LP-relaxation
since it is after all a hitting set problem:
minimize
∑
e∈E xe subject to
∀ s ∈ S ⊂ V \ {t} such that cutG(S, s, t) ≤ k :
∑
e∈EG(S,s,t)
xe ≥ 1
∀ e ∈ E : xe ≥ 0
Intuitively, there are at least two reasons why such a LP-relaxation may not
be of sufficient interest. Firstly, known results may imply a large integrality
gap. Secondly, it is even not very clear if the LP-relaxation can be solved
exactly in a time efficient manner. Instead, we will exploit the hyperbolicity
property and use Lemma 1 to derive our approximation algorithm.
Lemma 4 (Approximation algorithm for Ehssc) Ehssc admits a
O
(
max
{
δ logn, dO(δ)
} )
-approximation.
Proof. Our algorithm for Ehssc can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm for Ehssc
If k ≤ d 12δ+1 then
A ← ∅, j ← 0, set the capacity c(e) of every edge e to 1
while there exists a s-t cut of capacity at most k do
j ← j + 1, let Fj be the edges of a s-t cut of capacity at most k
A ← A∪Fj , set c(e) =∞ for every edge e ∈ Fj
return A as the solution
else (∗ k > d 12δ+1 ∗)
return all the edges in a shortest path between s and t as the solution A
The following case analysis of the algorithm shows the desired approxima-
tion bound.
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Case 1: k ≤ d 12δ+1. Let F1,F2, . . . ,Fℓ be the sets whose edges were added to
A; thus, |A| ≤ k ℓ. Since |Fj | ≤ k and Fj ∩ Fj′ = ∅ for j 6= j′, OPTEhssc (G,
s, t, k) ≥ ℓ, thus providing an approximation bound of k ≤ d 12δ+1.
Case 2: k > d 12δ+1 and distG(s, t) ≤ 48 δ + 8 δ logn. Since OPTEhssc (G,
s, t, k) ≥ 1, this provides a O(δ logn)-approximation.
Case 3: k > d 12δ+1 and distG(s, t) > 48 δ + 8 δ logn. Use Lemma 1 to find
a collection S1, S2, . . . , Sℓ of ℓ = (distG(s, t)− 8 δ logn)/(50 δ) edge and node
disjoint s-t cuts. Since cutG (Sj , s, t) ≤ d 12δ+1 < k, any valid solution of Ehssc
must select at least one edge from EG (Sj , s, t). Since the cuts are edge and
node disjoint, it follows that
OPTEhssc (G, s, t, k) ≥ (distG(s, t)− 8 δ logn) /(50 δ)
Since we return all the edges in a shortest path between s and t as the solution,
the approximation ratio achieved is distG(s, t)/
(
distG(s,t)−8 δ logn
50 δ
)
< 100δ. ❑
4.2 Application to the Small Set Expansion Problem
The small set expansion (Sse) problem was studied by Arora, Barak and
Steurer in [3] (and also by several other researchers such as [5, 18, 31–33]) in an
attempt to understand the computational difficulties surrounding the Unique
Games Conjecture (UGC). To define Sse, we will also use the normalized edge-
expansion of a graph which is defined as follows [14]. For a subset of nodes
S of a graph G, let volG(S) denote the sum of degrees of the nodes in G.
Then, the normalized edge expansion ratio ΦG(S) of a subset S of nodes of
at most |V |/2 nodes of G is defined as ΦG(S) = cutG(S)/volG(S). Since we
will deal with only d-regular graphs in this subsection, ΦG(S) will simplify to
cutG(S)/(d |S| ).
Definition 6 ((Sse Problem) [ a case of [3, Theorem 2.1], rewritten
as a problem ] Suppose that we are given a d-regular graph G = (V,E) for
some fixed d, and suppose G has a subset of at most ζn nodes S, for some
constant 0 < ζ < 1/2, such that ΦG(S) ≤ ε for some constant 0 < ε ≤ 1.
Then, find as efficiently as possible a subset S′ of at most ζn nodes such that
ΦG(S) ≤ η ε for some “universal constant” η > 0.
In general, computing a very good approximation of the Sse problem seems
to be quite hard; the approximation ratio of the algorithm presented in [32]
roughly deteriorates proportional to
√
log(1/ζ), and a O(1)-approximation
described in [5] works only if the graph excludes two specific minors. The
authors in [3] showed how to design a sub-exponential time (i.e., O (2 c n) time
for some constant c < 1) algorithm for the above problem. As they remark,
expander like graphs are somewhat easier instances of Sse for their algorithm,
and it takes some non-trivial technical effort to handle the “non-expander”
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graphs. Note that the class of δ-hyperbolic graphs for δ = o(log n) is a non-
trivial proper subclass of non-expander graphs. We show that Sse (as defined
in Definition 6) can be solved in polynomial time for such a proper subclass
of non-expanders.
Lemma 5 (polynomial time solution of Sse for δ-hyperbolic graphs
when δ is sub-logarithmic and d is sub-linear) Suppose that G is a
d-regular δ-hyperbolic graph. Then the Sse problem for G can be solved in
polynomial time provided d and δ satisfy:
d ≤ 2 log(1/3)−ρ n and δ ≤ logρ n for some constant 0 < ρ < 1/3
Remark 6 Computing the minimum node expansion ratio of a graph is in
general NP-hard and is in fact Sse-hard to approximate within a ratio of
C
√
hG log d for some constant C > 0 [25]. Since we show that Sse is polynomial-
time solvable for δ-hyperbolic graphs for some parameter ranges, the hardness
result of [25] does not directly apply for graph classes that belong to these
cases, and thus additional arguments may be needed to establish similar hard-
ness results for these classes of graphs.
Proof. Our proof is quite similar to that used for Theorems 1. But, instead of
looking for smallest possible non-expansion bounds, we now relax the search
and allow us to consider subsets of nodes whose expansion is just enough to
satisfy the requirement. This relaxation helps us to ensure the size requirement
of the subset we need to find.
We will use the construction in the proof of Theorem 1 in this proof, so we
urge the readers to familiarize themselves with the details of that proof before
reading the current proof. Note that hG(S) ≤ ε implies ΦG(S) ≤ d hG(S)/d ≤
ε. We select the nodes p and q such that∆ = distG(p, q) = logd n = logn/log d,
and set µ = 1/2. Note that (360 logn)/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28 δ log(2d))
)
< (1/∆)
1−µ
since
(360 logn)/
(
∆ 2∆
µ/(28 δ log(2d))
)
< (1/∆)1−µ
⇐ (360 log d)/
(
2 (logn)
1/2/(56 δ (log d)3/2)
)
< (log d/logn)
1/2
⇐ 9 + log logn/2 <
(
(logn)
1/2
)
/
(
56 log(1−ρ)/2 n
)
− log(1−ρ)/2 n
and the last inequality clearly holds for sufficiently large n.
First, suppose that there exists 0 ≤ r ≤ ∆3 −α∆ such that hG
(BG−C(p, r))=
hG (BG(p, r)) ≤ ε. We return S′ = BG(p, r) as our solution, To verify the size
requirement, note that
| BG(p, r) | ≤ | BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) | < | BG (p,∆/3) |
<
∆/3∑
i=0
d i < d(∆/3)+1 = dn1/3 < ζ n (22)
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where the last inequality follows since d ≤ 2 log(1/3)−ρ n and ζ is a constant.
Otherwise, no such r exists, and this implies
| BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) | ≥ (1 + ε)(∆/3)−α∆
> (1 + ε)
∆/4 ≥ eε∆/8 = eε logd n/8 = nε logd e/8
Now there are two major cases as follows.
Case 1: there exists at least one path between p and q in G−C .
We know that distG−C(p, q) ≥ (∆/60)2α∆/δ and (by choice of p)∣∣BG−C (p, distG−C(p, q)/2) ∣∣ < n/2. Let p = u0, u1, . . . , ut−1, ut = q be the
nodes in successive order on a shortest path from p to q of length t = distG−C(p, q).
Perform a BFS starting from p in G−C , and let Li be the sets of nodes at the
ith level (i.e., ∀u ∈ Li : distG−C (p, u) = i). Note that
∣∣ ⋃ t/2
j=0 Lj
∣∣ ≤ n/2.
Consider the levels L0,L1, . . . ,Lt/2, and partition the ordered sequence of in-
tegers 0, 1, 2, . . . , t/2 into consecutive blocks ∆0, ∆1, . . . , ∆(1+(t/2) )/κ−1 each
of length η = (8/ε) lnn, i.e.,
0, 1, . . . , η − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆0
, η, η + 1, . . . , 2η − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆1
, . . . . . . , (t/2)− η + 1, (t/2)− η + 2, . . . , (t/2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆(1+(t/2) )/η−1
We claim that for every ∆i, there exists an index i
∗ within ∆i (i.e., there
exists an index i η ≤ i∗ ≤ i η + η − 1) such that hG (Li∗) ≤ ε. Suppose for the
sake of contradiction that this is not true. Then, it follows that
∀ i η ≤ j ≤ i η + η − 1 : hG−C (Lj) ≥ hG (Lj)/2 > ε/2
⇒ |Li η+η−1| > | Li η | (1 + (ε/2) )η ≥ (1 + (ε/2) )(8/ε) lnn
≥ e(ε/4) ((8/ε) lnn) = n2 > n
which contradicts the fact that
∣∣ ⋃ t/2
j=0 Lj
∣∣ ≤ n/2. Since (1+(t/2) )/κ−1∑
i=0
| Li∗ | < n/2, there
exists a set Lk∗ such that hG (Lk∗) ≤ ε and
| Lk∗ | < n/2
(1 + (t/2) ) /κ
< nκ/t < (8n lnn)/
(
ε (∆/60) 2∆
1/2/(7 δ log(2d))
)
≤
(
480n log(1/3)−ρ n
)
/
(
ε 2 (log
ρ/2 n)/14
)
< ζ n
Case 2: there is no path between p and q in G−C .
In this case, we return BG−C (p, (∆/3)− α∆) = BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) as our
solution. The size requirement follows since | BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) | < ζ n was
shown in (22). Note that nodes in BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) can only be connected
to nodes in C, and thus
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hG (BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) ) ≤ | C | / | BG (p, (∆/3)− α∆) |
≤ ( (∆/3)dα∆) /(nε logd e/8) < nα−(ε logd e/8) logn
< n1/(7∆
1/2 log(2d))− (ε/(8 ln d) ) logn < ε
where the penultimate inequality follows since ∆ = ω(1).
In all cases, the desired subset of nodes can be found in O
(
n2 logn
)
time.
❑
5 Conclusion and Open Problems
In this paper we have provided the first known non-trivial bounds on expan-
sions and cut-sizes for graphs as a function of the hyperbolicity measure δ,
and have shown how these bounds and their related proof techniques lead to
improved algorithms for two related combinatorial problems. We hope that
these results will stimulate further research in characterizing the computa-
tional complexities of related combinatorial problems over asymptotic ranges
of δ. In addition to the usual future research of improving our bounds, the
following interesting research questions remain:
◮ Can one use Lemma 5 or similar results to get a polynomial-time solution
of UGC for some asymptotic ranges of δ? An obvious recursive application
using the approach in [3] encounters a hurdle since hyperbolicity is not a
hereditary property (cf. Section 1.2.1), i.e., removal of nodes or edges may
change δ sharply; however, it is conceivable that a more clever approach
may succeed.
◮ Can our bounds on expansions and cut-sizes be used to get an improved
approximation for the multicut problem [35, Problem 18.1] provided δ =
o(logn)?
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